To Whom It May Concern:
As Emerita Professor at the National University of Cordoba (UNC) and as coordinator of the
Gender Hub of UNI, along with Dr Laura Sarmiento, Dr Ines Moisset, Professor Arq. Liliana Rainerio
and, Dr. Denise Mattioli -university researchers from Argentina and CONICET (Spanish
abbreviation) “National Board of Scientific and Technical Researchers”, the Institute of Housing
and Habitat (INVIHAB) and the Master of Management and Housing Development (MGDH) of the
Faculty of Architecture, Urbanism and Design of the UNC in Argentina- we have opened a call for
researchers interested in working on the topics of Urbanism, Architecture and Design from the
gender perspective.
The proposal is a collaborative research project with the objective of generating theoretical and
practical tools in our discipline from a feminist perspective, aiming to contribute the construction
of knowledge in these disciplinary fields; guaranteeing the Right to the City and inclusion of
diversity, recovering and strengthening, in particular, the advances of Centers and Universities in
Latin America, as well as recognising the contribution of Women to this disciplinary field. To think
feminism and city, is to think equality and diversity, so the production of feminist knowledge from
the academy will provide theoretical arguments and the dissemination of practices that help to
deepen the rights already achieved.
The call is structured in four axes: "Theoretical Study of Feminist Urbanism", "The absence of
women in the History of Architecture", "Urban Problems: Women in the City, Neighborhood,
House" and "Feminist Architectures". In this initial phase that we will keep open until March 2019,
we are receiving a very positive first response, which for comes from Latin America. It would be
very welcome if any of you would like to join this proposal from your institutional spaces to
elevate it to an international level.
We await the diffusion of the same, and hopefully, we can add focal points which take a similar
challenge in other regions of the world.
Wishing you all the best in this New Year 2019, I greet you all and thank you for your attention.

Ana Falú
Gender HUB Coordinator UNI, UN-Habitat
Chair of AGGI - Advisor Group for Gender Inclusion- UN-Habitat.
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